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2.2. DIRECT METHODS
For n ¼ 1 the function (2.2.6.7) coincides with the usual
Patterson function PðuÞ; for n ¼ 2, (2.2.6.7) reduces to the double
Patterson function P2 ðu1 ; u2 Þ introduced by Sayre (1953).
Expansion of P2 ðu1 ; u2 Þ as a Fourier series yields
1 X
P2 ðu1 ; u2 Þ ¼ 2
E E E exp½2iðh1  u1 þ h2  u2 Þ:
V h ; h h1 h2 h3
1

Stage 4: Deﬁnition of the origin and enantiomorph. This stage is
carried out according to the theory developed in Section 2.2.3.
Phases chosen for deﬁning the origin and enantiomorph, onephase seminvariants estimated at stage 2, and symbolic phases
described at stage 5 are the only phases known at the beginning
of the phasing procedure. This set of phases is conventionally
referred to as the starting set, from which iterative application of
the tangent formula will derive new phase estimates.
Stage 5: Assignment of one or more (symbolic or numerical)
phases. In complex structures the number of phases assigned for
ﬁxing the origin and the enantiomorph may be inadequate as a
basis for further phase determination. Furthermore, only a few
one-phase s.s.’s can be determined with sufﬁcient reliability to
make them qualify as members of the starting set. Symbolic
phases may then be associated with some (generally from 1 to 6)
high-modulus reﬂections (symbolic addition procedures). Iterative application of triplet relations leads to the determination of
other phases which, in part, will remain expressed by symbols
(Karle & Karle, 1966).
In other procedures (multisolution procedures) each symbol is
assigned four phase values in turn: =4; 3=4; 5=4; 7=4. If p
symbols are used, in at least one of the possible 4p solutions each
symbolic phase has unit probability of being within 45 of its true
value, with a mean error of 22:5.
To ﬁnd a good starting set a convergence method (Germain et
al., 1970) is used according to which: (a)
P
hh i ¼ Gj I1 ðGj Þ=I0 ðGj Þ
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ð2:2:6:8Þ
Vice versa, the value of a triplet invariant may be considered as
the Fourier transform of the double Patterson.
Among the main results relating direct- and reciprocal-space
properties it may be remembered:
(a) from the properties of P2 ðu1 ; u2 Þ the following relationship
may be obtained (Vaughan, 1958)
Eh1 Eh2 Eh1 þh2  N 3=2
’ A1 hðjEk j2  1ÞðjEh1 þk j2  1ÞðjEh2 þk j2  1Þik  B1 ;
which is clearly related to (2.2.5.12);
(b) the zero points in the Patterson function provide information about the value of a triplet invariant (Anzenhofer &
Hoppe, 1962; Allegra, 1979);
(c) the Hoppe sections (Hoppe, 1963) of the double Patterson
provide useful information for determining the triplet signs
(Krabbendam & Kroon, 1971; Simonov & Weissberg, 1970);
(d) one phase s.s.’s of the ﬁrst rank can be estimated via the
Fourier transform of single Harker sections of the Patterson
(Ardito et al., 1985), i.e.
Z
1
PðuÞ expð2ih  uÞ du; ð2:2:6:9Þ
FH  expð2ih  Tn Þ
L

j

is calculated for all reﬂections ( j runs over the set of triplets
containing h); (b) the reﬂection is found with smallest hi not
already in the starting set; it is retained to deﬁne the origin if the
origin cannot be deﬁned without it; (c) the reﬂection is eliminated
if it is not used for origin deﬁnition. Its hi is recorded and hi
values for other reﬂections are updated; (d) the cycle is repeated
from (b) until all reﬂections are eliminated; (e) the reﬂections
with the smallest hi at the time of elimination go into the
starting set; ( f ) the cycle from (a) is repeated until all reﬂections
have been chosen.
Stage 6: Application of tangent formula. Phases are determined
in reverse order of elimination in the convergence procedure. In
order to ensure that poorly determined phases ’kj and ’hkj have
little effect in the determination of other phases a weighted
tangent formula is normally used (Germain et al., 1971):
P
j wk whkj jEkj Ehkj j sinð’kj þ ’hkj Þ
;
ð2:2:7:1Þ
tan ’h ¼ P j
j wkj whkj jEkj Ehkj j cosð’kj þ ’hkj Þ

HSðI; Cn Þ

where (see Section 2.2.5.9) H ¼ hðI  Rn Þ is the s.s., u varies over
the complete Harker section corresponding to the operator Cn [in
symbols HSðI; Cn Þ] and L is a constant which takes into account
the dimensionality of the Harker section.
If no spurious peak is on the Harker section, then (2.2.6.9) is an
exact relationship. Owing to the ﬁniteness of experimental data
and to the presence of spurious peaks, (2.2.6.9) cannot be
considered in practice an exact relation: it works better when
heavy atoms are in the chemical formula.
More recently (Cascarano, Giacovazzo, Luić et al., 1987), a
special least-squares procedure has been proposed for discriminating spurious peaks among those lying on Harker sections and
for improving positional and thermal parameters of heavy atoms.
(e) translation and rotation functions (see Chapter 2.3), when
deﬁned in direct space, always have their counterpart in reciprocal space.

where
wh ¼ min ð0:2; 1Þ:

2.2.7. Scheme of procedure for phase determination: the smallmolecule case
A traditional procedure for phase assignment may be schematically presented as follows:
Stage 1: Normalization of s.f.’s. See Section 2.2.4.
Stage 2: (Possible) estimation of one-phase s.s.’s. The
computing program recognizes the one-phase s.s.’s and applies
the proper formulae (see Section 2.2.5.9).
Each phase is associated with a reliability value, to allow the
user to regard as known only those phases with reliability higher
than a given threshold.
Stage 3: Search of the triplets. The reﬂections are listed for
decreasing jEj values and, related to each jEj
Pvalue, all possible
triplets are reported
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ(this is the so-called 2 list). The value
G ¼ 2jEh Ek Ehk j= N is associated with every triplet for an
evaluation of its efﬁciency. Usually reﬂections with jEj < Es (Es
may range from 1.2 to 1.6) are omitted from this stage onward.
Copyright © 2010 International Union of Crystallography

Once a large number of contributions are available in (2.2.7.1) for
a given ’h , then the value of h quickly becomes greater than 5,
and so assigns an unrealistic unitary weight to ’h. In this respect a
different weighting scheme may be proposed (Hull & Irwin,
1978) according to which
w¼

Rx
expðx2 Þ expðt2 Þ dt;

ð2:2:7:2Þ

0

where x ¼ =hi and ¼ 1:8585 is a constant chosen so that
w ¼ 1 when x ¼ 1. Except for , the right-hand side of (2.2.7.2) is
the Dawson integral which assumes its maximum value at x ¼ 1
(see Fig. 2.2.7.1): when  > hi or  < hi then w < 1 and so the
agreement between  and hi is promoted.
Alternative weighting schemes for the tangent formula are
frequently used [for example, see Debaerdemaeker et al. (1985)].
In one (Giacovazzo, 1979b), the values kj and hkj (which are
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2. RECIPROCAL SPACE IN CRYSTAL-STRUCTURE DETERMINATION
P
ðdÞ
NQEST ¼ Gj cos j ;
j

where G is deﬁned by (2.2.5.21) and
 ¼ ’h  ’k  ’l  ’hkl
are quartet invariants characterized by large basis magnitudes
and small cross magnitudes (De Titta et al., 1975; Giacovazzo,
1976). Since G is expected to be negative as well as cos , the
value of NQEST is expected to be positive and a maximum for
the correct solution.
Figures of merit are then combined as
ABSFOM  ABSFOMmin
CFOM ¼ w1
ABSFOMmax  ABSFOMmin
PSI0max  PSI0
þ w2
PSI0max  PSI0min
Rmax  R
þ w3
Rmax  Rmin
NQEST  NQESTmin
þ w4
;
NQESTmax  NQESTmin

Fig. 2.2.7.1. The form of w as given by (2.2.7.2).

usually available in direct procedures) are considered as additional a priori information so that (2.2.7.1) may be replaced by
P
j j sinð’kj þ ’hkj Þ
P
tan ’h ’
;
ð2:2:7:3Þ
j j cosð’kj þ ’hkj Þ
where j is the solution of the equation
D1 ðj Þ ¼ D1 ðGj ÞD1 ðkj ÞD1 ðhkj Þ:

where wi are empirical weights proportional to the conﬁdence of
the user in the various FOMs.
Different FOMs are often used by some authors in combination with those described above: for example, enantiomorph
triplets and quartets are supplementary FOMs (Van der Putten &
Schenk, 1977; Cascarano, Giacovazzo & Viterbo, 1987).
Different schemes of calculating and combining FOMs are also
used: one scheme (Cascarano, Giacovazzo & Viterbo, 1987) uses

ð2:2:7:4Þ

In (2.2.7.4),
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Gj ¼ 2jEh Ekj Ehkj j N
or the corresponding second representation parameter, and
D1 ðxÞ ¼ I1 ðxÞ=I0 ðxÞ is the ratio of two modiﬁed Bessel functions.
In order to promote (in accordance with the aims of Hull and
Irwin) the agreement between  and hi, the distribution of 
may be used (Cascarano, Giacovazzo, Burla et al., 1984; Burla et
al., 1987); in particular, the ﬁrst two moments of the distribution:
accordingly,
 
1=3
ð  hiÞ2
w ¼ exp
22

P
ða1Þ

ABSFOM ¼

P
h

h =

P

hh i;

h

which is expected to be unity for the correct solution.

ðbÞ


P P

h
k Ek Ehk
PSI0 ¼ P P
:

2 1=2
h
k jEk Ehk j

The summation over k includes (Cochran & Douglas, 1957) the
strong jEj’s for which phases have been determined, and indices h
correspond to very small jEh j. Minimal values of PSI0 ( 1.20)
are expected to be associated with the correct solution.
P
ðcÞ

R ¼

wj Gj cosðj  j Þ þ wj Gj cos j
P
;
s:i:þs:s: wj Gj D1 ðGj Þ

where the ﬁrst summation in the numerator extends over
symmetry-restricted one-phase and two-phase s.s.’s (see Sections
2.2.5.9 and 2.2.5.10), and the second summation in the numerator
extends over negative triplets estimated via the second representation formula [equation (2.2.5.13)] and over negative quartets. The value of CPHASE is expected to be close to unity for
the correct solution.
(a2) h for strong triplets and Ek Ehk contributions for PSI0
triplets may be considered random variables: the agreements
between their actual and their expected distributions are
considered as criteria for identifying the correct solution.
(a3) correlation among some FOMs is taken into account.
According to this scheme, each FOM (as well as the CFOM) is
expected to be unity for the correct solution. Thus one or more
ﬁgures are available which constitute a sort of criterion (on an
absolute scale) concerning the correctness of the various solutions: FOMs (and CFOM) ’ 1 probably denote correct solutions,
CFOMs  1 should indicate incorrect solutions.
Stage 8: Interpretation of E maps. This is carried out in up to
four stages (Koch, 1974; Main & Hull, 1978; Declercq et al., 1973):
(a) peak search;
(b) separation of peaks into potentially bonded clusters;
(c) application of stereochemical criteria to identify possible
molecular fragments;
(d) comparison of the fragments with the expected molecular
structure.

may be used, where 2 is the estimated variance of .
Stage 7: Figures of merit. The correct solution is found among
several by means of ﬁgures of merit (FOMs) which are expected
to be extreme for the correct solution. Largely used are (Germain
et al., 1970)
ðaÞ

CPHASE ¼

h jh

P

 hh ij
:
h
h hi
2.2.8. Other multisolution methods applied to small molecules
In very complex structures a large initial set of known phases
seems to be a basic requirement for a structure to be determined.

That is, the Karle & Karle (1966) residual between the actual and
the estimated ’s. After scaling of h on hh i the correct solution
should be characterized by the smallest R values.
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